Hash Trash
Pinelake Hash #940

05/07/05

Hares: Kaptain Krash, Two Quick, Stink or Swim, Bone Hole
It was a lovely hash on a most beautiful day. It was considered to be a “mellow hash”
since everyone was very chilled at the end. The hash was in and around Stone Mountain
Park. It had most all of the elements a good hash should have including railroad tracks,
Bitch with an Attitude, briars, poison ivy, near swamp experiences, one or two small
creeks (that you could easily jump over), and one massive rock of granite which was
missed except for a small portion at the beginning which was a YBF. There was an
abundance of woody trails and scenic vistas and a lot of chain link fence, as a large
portion of the trail ran along the park/highway easement.
The hounds included Square Meat, Pfish Pfister (proper German spelling), Ass Cracker
(who appears to have rejoined the pack after some time away—glad you’re back!), Anal
Fissure (I know you MUST have 100 runs now), Myself BUTT FLOSS, Donny the
Retard (who likes to shorten his name to Donny on the roster—and down-downed for
it—Maybe he is sensitive and wants a renaming to Donny the Mentally Challenged), Just
Nikki who is a lovely first timer to Pinelake but did her virgin hash with SoCo last night
with the one who made her cum. Hermaphrodites on Unicycles a visitor from Hawaii
now moved to Atlanta, Little Willy who was too long and is a double racist for running a
marathon or something, Krispy Kreme (enough said), Jerkin Gherkin (WAY too long but
a nice treat to have back and promised to come more often), Major Wanker (who was
named last week at the Commie Hash), Canuckle Head and Toothless Beaver who did a
down-down for having their arms crossed and wearing “creepy shades” according to
Niplets (can’t believe he didn’t have to drink for such a lame accusation) or is it Niplettes
(the feminine form of spelling for which Donny the Retard had to drink), Hide the Salami
(too long), Niplets who was FRB and ran the Circle as a past GM, Bitch with an
Attitude/BWANA (who wanted an hug from Krispy in the circle and yet refuses to admit
he is one of us… Pinelake Hasher that is… or maybe we just want him to be since he
always adds so much to the life of the hash), Where’s My Nipple who loves her uncle
Niplets, Squid Dick who was also FRB (and making a habit of it even while taking the
time to take many photos on trail), Size Doesn’t Matter (who needs to get her telepathic
skills warmed up and wear the right shirt as I, Butt Floss… she’s slipping)… I guess I
saved the best for last.
Where was everyone else… WHO will ALL be TOO LONG at next week’ hash, because,
by the looks of the roster, most of the other Too Longs were here today.
This was an excellent trail and fun was had by all, and apparently, all of the mellow
hashers were here today, or at the very least, they were all hung over.
Butt Floss signing off.

